
One Source. Many Benefits.

Case Study: Reporting strengths, 
and the power of moving month-
long tasks to just minutes

About BrandSafway

BrandSafway is a construction and civil engineering company 
that provides safety equipment to businesses around the 
globe. With 38,000 employees at over 8,000 jobsites in 30 
countries, the HR benefits team of 6 have their work cut 
out for them. Committed to providing quality benefits at 
the lowest cost possible, the BrandSafway benefits team 
works surgically to keep expenses low and efficiency high. 

Industry: Industrial

Employees: Close to 38,000

Location: Global

www.brandsafway.com

BrandSafway

“What PlanSource provides compared to the competitor we were with previously is night and day”
– Chris Forbeck, Benefits Manager

http://www.brandsafway.com


Case Study: Reporting strengths, and the power of 
moving month-long tasks to just minutes

Challenge:

• Consolidating disparate systems

• Inaccurate data streams

• Targeting unique employee populations

Solution:

•  Benefits management is no easy task, and without PlanSource, BrandSafway’s team of 
6 would have to double in size to keep up with the tasks and responsibilities. Instead, 
this dedicated team of professionals leverages the tech solutions and accurate data 
streams PlanSource brings, ensuring effective actions are taken and costs remain 
low. For BrandSafway, it’s this reporting that remains key to their success.

 Dedicated Account Team: With PlanSource, BrandSafway has a 
support team working to assist with all questions and receiving and 
implementing feedback toward continuous improvement.

 Improved Data Accuracy: BrandSafway is now able to rely on accurate, streamlined 
reporting. They have the ability to instantly zero in their research on the exact data 
points they need, providing a strong foundation to stand on and peace of mind.

 Employee Integration: After using the system for enrollment, the benefits 
team has found that the employees are more confident in their choices.

plansource.com | sales@plansource.com | (877) 735-0468

Results

Improved Data Accuracy and Flow

Decreased Compliance Issue Vulnerabilities

Reduced Stress on Internal Team Decreased

Saved Time for Busy HR Team


